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Abstract: Data dictionary is an important factor for software development process and facilitates to learn the product
or complete description of data object, object relationship and analysing a System. The data dictionary uses as a tool in
software engineering for documentation, design and maintenance to software system. The system stores the structures,
procedures, description and cross referencing about data model of project. Researchers and Experts have always
claimed that data dictionary should be consider as an important factors for it have positive impact on system analysis
and design in order to improve the quality of software system. This paper presents the results of a systematic review
conducted to collect evidence on exiting data dictionary of system development process. In this review paper initially
our aim is to find the detail view of existing data dictionary and their contribution during the software development
process at initial stage. Finally paper demonstrates an existing data dictionary proposed by various experts and
researchers including their contribution and limitations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Software development life cycle is a complex process. It
has to deal with uncertain no of events, activity and causes
during the development of software. Many researchers
have tried to minimizing errors, detecting faults that do
occur before the delivery of software. A software
development life cycle thus goes through a number of
basics fundamentals phases as planning, analysis, design,
coding, and testing implementations. Every phases also
consists a series of steps that required for the delivered the
product. Mainly attention the structure approach consist
the set of activity, tools as data flow diagram and data
dictionary contains information about the system
component [11]. An important part of any software
process is the definitions of data structures, data concept,
and relationship and addressing mode, they introduce the
data dictionary concept. Many software process areas like
environment planning, documentations, analysis, design
and description of data are very important subject to get
good result [8, 9]. The project manager can use the data
dictionary; know about the modelling registry, vocabulary
one source and repository of Meta data. The data
dictionary has been portioned into different views, each
characterised either by information contained in it, by its
aggregation state, by its differentiated users or by users it
is relevant [12]. Data dictionary always supports the
software development process and facilitates the creation
of better quality software. A system analysis tools
provides a complete description of the logic and a cross
references between the code and their specification [2].

features of the whole domain concepts which are instances
of the Meta classes also guide the acquisition process for
the domain knowledge [1]. Moreover dictionary has been
always elusive concept and its correct structure or
complete design is difficult exercise.
It has been inferred from the literature survey on data
dictionary that there is a heavy need to provide the level of
project manager responsibility during software
development phases. Hence researcher’s attentions to add
more features and functionalities as factors at initial stage
in existing data dictionary for qualitative improvement.
II. DATA DICTIONARY
Software The data dictionary has become an important
concept for many software development processes. A data
dictionary is an essential part of the software system that is
used to understand the data, data relationship and critical
databases that contain it. The data dictionary is a key
aspect to identify the Meta data, their description and units
of measure which help to provide the relevant information
about the software system.IBM glossary defines data
dictionary as a centralized repository information system
to relate about data, data origin and format of data [3].

This types of theory organized and structured as a set of
data dictionary entities considered as primary or primitive
entities and it is represented as a list of key attributes or
fields clustered by each of the kind of data set received
Structure analysis concepts are powerful to express the during the validation of service and the collection of data
well structured project and users needs. In general format which are related to the different layer of validation
data dictionary can decide about the structure and other
concept [17].
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According to ISO data dictionary as a reference book
contains the accurate, reliable, controllable and verifiable
data in data bases and user or analyst easily understands
about data [14]. Many data dictionary definitions are given
by experts. Gundebahar and Kus defines dictionary as
handled everything about the project and worked as duty
[5]. The data dictionary concept continuously improved
the data management process at every phase of software
development process. It developed the protocol of
reference book or guaranteed for provide the help to
understand accurate meaning used attributes in software
process.
The data dictionary in software development process to
include the data bases properties, schema and cross
references. It is very hard to develop dictionary that
contains all the success keys, concepts and measurements.
According to Brackett dictionary information shall be
included as data names, structures, data types and their
formats, also include the logical view structure, data
definitions which help to people for understand the data
resources and supports activities of software systems [13,
16].
Structure analysis and design used as tool for listing of all
the data elements, pertinent to the software system with
precise rigorous meaning so that project manager have a
common understanding about input output elements and
their calculations. For complex project face the different
quite difficulties, which time data dictionary can be treated
as a data bases and full support to the developer at the
level of software development process. The developer
team can ask the different types of questions as “where
used/ how used”, “what is location”, and “what is relation”
and get answer from reference book. Experts frequently
advocate that dictionary is a important consideration in
software system. The most obvious is documentation; it is
valuable references in any organization. The advantages
are improving analyst or user communication by
establishing consistent definitions of various element
terms and procedures [10, 27].
Finally we can say that data dictionary is play important
role in the development of data bases. The data base
system has contained a maximum number of dictionaries
as a standard features.
III. RELATED WORK
A data dictionary is an important excellent initial point for
developing the software system. The complete domain of
dictionary may be easily validated and transformed into
different helpful output values. A large collection of
project information is called a repository. A number of
researchers accepted that analyst have created repository
that may contains information about data, flows, store,
records and structure of elements. A dictionary could
increases automations activity of modelling, validation and
auto coding to other stage [26].
A repository have also contains about project requirements
details, final system deliverables information and complete
information about project. The data dictionary has created
at all phase as analysis, design and ultimately
Copyright to IJARCCE

documentation, due to these theory is authoritative source
on how a data element is used and explained the element
by the programmer in software system. Many difficult
software systems uses computerised data dictionary for
cross referencing all modules in the databases.
Data dictionary approaches is like a catalogue of all
description of data, a single point reference of data
repository and also maintain a system [6]. Data base
structure may be classified as (a) Data element location
(b) Data structure (c) Availability (d) Usage. These types
of data structure are called the data dictionary and it is
most useful tool, throughout a system development life
cycle process [4, 7].
Data dictionary system has been an important research
direction since 1970s with associated the data bases
system as a central goal [7]. Initial software techniques an
automated facility, that supports data functionality as
resources context is the data dictionary. The term
commonly uses as “data dictionary”, “system resources
dictionary”, “directory of data definitions”, the different
stage of software life cycle is a equal. To know and
obtained the complete information about software system
is very important issues at all stages of the software
development life cycle. The analyst work facilitate to
project team by providing them a summarized and
conceptual system dictionary attributes that will deal with
high conceptual key and summarized information
regarding their developed software system and the utilized
process of software [18,20].
Data dictionary uses reduces the efforts at the every
stages of software development life cycle can be
visualized as follows table 1 [5]. Data dictionary system
increases the effectiveness and growth rate at every stage.
Table 1: [5] Impact of Data dictionary on SDLC steps
SDLC Steps

Analysis
Development
Test
Total

Elapsed Duration in Hours
With
With passive
proposed Data Data
dictionary
dictionary
68
64
72
81
36
40
166
185

Differ
ences
%
60
12.5
11.11
10.11

Following sections systematically summarize some of the
relevant important efforts made by researchers in this area.
In 2004, Karl [22] defined the Class dictionary in view of
programming terminology. It have contains all the data
structure which presents in a program as well as language
for describing data specified by the data structures. Class
dictionary makes as links between the language design,
structure design and database design. The experts have
primary objective of research work is improve the
dictionary content and provide the help to improve the
quality of programmers productivity. The objectives are
summarizes as: (a) Class dictionary have contains useful
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code (b) Provide facilitate to data structure, parameter and
context free structure (c) Addition the Supporting
parameters for improve the code. These approaches only
contribute modular software efficiently.

set. This system expedites obtaining information about
data bases and applications objects, their relations. As a
result it is observed that it improve the performance of
software team members. However this hypothesis was not
validated

In 2005, Paolo Atzeni, Cappellari and A. Bernstein [21]
introduced multilevel dictionary approaches associated
with Meta data model and schema. It describes the schema
level or model level that provides a detailed description of
schemas. The structure of data dictionary uses a tool under
software development. It supports a variety of activity in
development and reporting. The research work explains
that dictionary is composed of four parts based on the
contribution of two most popular features: (1) Schema
level (2) Model Level. He mainly focused only on
schemas generic or model generic applications.

In 2013, Chikh and Al. Qershi [24] highlighted to
elucidate how we can provide a set of more powerful
software requirements targeted to facilitate their retrieval
using the Meta data knowledge. This work is define the a
new concept of software requirement object as combining
two kinds of knowledge as (a) Requirement Knowledge
(b) Meta data knowledge. A new Metadata language is
proposed in order to qualify, retrieve and reuse
requirements. It has design the large scale repository
system which contains the many data elements and their
explanations.In this work data dictionary have been
In 2007, Martin Modell [28] proposed conceptual model supported only requirement phase.
of automated dictionary documentation categories and
relationships. Model associated with the detailed In 2014, Xio, Shiying Zhi, Wu Shan and Jin Liu [25]
description about software system.
had done a great work showing improve the quality of
software system using the data dictionary learning
1. Project content
techniques. Software development process uses the
2. Functional attributes
dictionary learning technique to predict software defect. It
3. A set of process
can fully exploit the class information of historical data to
4. A number of models
improve the discriminative power and provides effective
5. A number of relationships with entities
solutions for the major problems in the field of software
Data dictionary model should be included the critical defect prediction, which are misclassification cost and
success factors and process model components but this class-imbalance problems. The techniques have given the
model has provided only the initial level help to project solution only the unlabeled software modules.
consultancy team.
In 2015, Biji. K. P. [23] highlighted the role of data
In2008, Ellen and Ebg [19] provided a requirement dictionary in the data base management system, basis on
model road map that helps software development team structured query language or commands. It has perposed a
under the efficient uses of requirements attributes at every solution for detection using data dictionary and prevention
stages of software development life cycle. This model intrusion search along with ASCII values. The data
ensures identify to policy allocated for business people, dictionary can store total number of parameter and queries
which in turn allows top level management to prepare for in applications and make a list to compare with real time
implementation level by updating procedures and other generated value of parameters. The structured query
assets needed to enforce the policies and also defining the language accepted the set of commands and totally
each data element, its data type, length, and format. It depends on relationship between the data element and
provides helps to project teams for use only data appropriate records. A record and relationship between the
data, artefacts of software will be associated in the data
modelling tools and data dictionary applications.
dictionary, but not explain the accurate concept about data
In 2012, Feichiang, Periklis and Miller [9] highlighted dictionary attributes and their role.
an attribute dictionary is a set of attributes together with a
set of common values of each attribute understanding In 2015, Biku Abraham, Paul and Nebu John [15]
unstructured or loosely structured textual descriptions of explored an innovative idea for compress clustering
entity collections, such as product catalogs. Dictionaries data.The idea generates the data dictionary for clustering
provide the supervised data for learning product or entity techniques. Basically dictionary helpful in two levels as
descriptions. It presents AutoDict, a system that analyzes (a) Primary level (b) Secondary level. It is a process of
input data records, and discovers high quality dictionaries grouping similar object together. The experts explain or
using information theoretic techniques. Finally Chiang’s design the data dictionary in different perspective as
concept used only the automatic dictionary not in follows (a) For clustering approaches (b) For compression
techniques (c) For data set calculation. He focused only
generalized form.
clustering and compression approaches dictionary.
In 2012, M.Gundebahar and M.C. Kus Khalilov [5] A Survey of data dictionary shows that how do the helps
proposed an active, automatic and composite data to software development life cycle process. On the other
dictionary system for managing the complete structures hand recent development in software development process
and descriptions of both data bases system and the data dictionary will provide the supports to improve
applications objects including system configuration data quality of software and complete the user requirements.
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IV. SUGGESTION
After successful completion of the systematic literature
review some important critical observation are as follows.
If we enhance the data dictionary at initial phase of
software development process may greatly supports to
software system and as well as help to project manager.
1. In order to add more features and functionalities such
as security factors, quality factors, cost factors, risk
factors and schedule factors much more in data
dictionary at different phase of software development
life cycle which have positive impact on project
manager responsibilities.
2. A factors affecting to software system must be
identified and then the set of factors relevant at the
software development phase should be finalized.
3. Further, the no of affecting factors must be selected in
software system then matching with the responsibility
of project manager after includes the reference book or
data dictionary.
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V. CONCLUSION
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Several approaches or application have been proposed in
the literature for supporting the data dictionary at every
stage of software development life cycle. A survey of the
relevant literature shows that maximum efforts have been
put at designing, maintaining, and operating to software
systems need, for their solution and maximum number of
accurate data which are common to many of them. The
availability of a data dictionary with complete description
is a very useful in the development and maintenance of
software system. On the other hand the lack of data
dictionary at every stage may not be compensated during
subsequent development process. The above discussion
our conclusion is that dictionary is an important factors
that attempts to predict that how much enhance property of
dictionary will be required to improve the software quality
and help to project team.
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